
 
  

 What’s New version 2.11 
 
 

 
 

XPress Annotation & Whiteboarding Application 
XPress is our popular annotation and whiteboarding application with 10 points of touch and gesture 
compatibility.  You can create XPress documents using the Mac or Windows version and then open them 
with the Android version of the application that comes pre-installed on the SimplicityTouch interactive 
flat panel.  XPress supports direct integration with your Google G Suite Drive or Microsoft OneDrive 
account for easy access to your stored content. 
 
NOTE: XPress is pre-installed on the SimplicityTouch (to ensure you are using the latest version of 
the pre-installed application, open the SimplicityApp Store application on the panel).  It is also 
HIGHLY recommended to install XPress on your PC or Mac computer.  The desktop version of 
XPress for Mac and Windows offers more features and is the optimal environment for creating 
lessons.   Download the software here: http://recordexusa.com/xpress-download.html 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
Also available is the XPress for Chrome Extension.  An easy way to annotate inside the Chrome browser. 
Please visit the Chrome Store to add XPress for Chrome to your browser. 
 

** Additional training support is available at www.recordexusa.com and on the Recordex USA YouTube 
channel. 

 

http://recordexusa.com/xpress-download.html
http://www.recordexusa.com/


New Features XPress version 2.11 

Built-In Tutorial 

XPress version 2.11 launches with the option to view a short, guided navigation tutorial. Click “Yes” in the 
dialogue box to interact with the tutorial.  Once you feel comfortable with basic software navigation, you 
can use the page navigation options to create a new book, open a saved one, or clear the pages to start 
working on your own notebook. 

 
 
If you prefer to skip the tutorial, just click "No"  on the message dialogue box.  If you select “No” you will 
not see the tutorial prompt again unless you re-enable it in the XPress application settings. 
 

 
 

The "Show tutorial on start" manual disable/enable switch is located in XPress application settings. 
 

  
 

Updated Annotation User Interface 

The Annotation toolbar received an update for simplification. 

For the means of fast access and convenience, beginning in version 2.11, we changed the visual 
appearance and the default operation of the Pen, Highlighter, and Eraser tools.  They now include 
ready-to-use templates. 



When you engage the Pen Tool, you now have the ability to set 6 default style that includes color and 
thickness.  This makes it easy to change between colors during annotation. To set the defaults, (1) select 
the Pen tool, then (2) select the gear icon to expand and view the available properties. (3) Select one of 
the defaults and set the prefered color and desired thickness. (4) Tap the Pen tool to disengage and your 
pens are pre-set and ready for use.  You can always adjust this on the fly as well. 
 

 
 
The Hi-Lite tool now has 5 set colors to toggle between.  Once you tap the hi-lite icon, you select your 
desired color and thickness. 
 

 
 
Changing the thickness of the Eraser tool is now easy and independent of the pen annotation thickness! 
Select the Eraser tool and the size slider appears beneath for easy size adjusting.  
 

 
 
Snapshot Tool 
 
For additional simplification, the “Take snapshot” button was moved from the side panel menu to the 
Presenter toolbar. (1) Select the Take snapshot tool, then (2) select your capture need (freehand draw, 
capture section, capture whole page, or capture entire notebook).  The selected area will be captured as 
an image file and provide the options to print, copy or add to clipboard.   
 

 
 
Main Menu (Side Panel Menu) 
 
The side menu is visible/open upon start up to help save extra steps accessing notebook and page 
navigation options.  It can be closed at any time by using the top arrow.  
 
 



Improved and Expanded Symbols Gallery 
 
In XPress 2.11 the Symbols gallery is organized simpler by content.  

 

Shape Annotations 

Shapes now have the ability for inline text editing. 

Text annotations can be added inside the following shapes: Rectangle, Filled Rectangle, Triangle, Filled 
Triangle, Ellipse, Filled Ellipse.   
 

 
 

Double click on the shape to start editing or create new inline text. 
 

 
 
 



Mathematic Annotations  
 
Math annotation symbols have been consolidated into one gallery. 
 

 
 
Superscript and subscript snap points have been added as well. (1) Insert the numeral. (2) Use the Select 
tool to drag it to the superscript or subscript position. (3) The small dotted circle is the snap point 
indicator.  (4) Once you release the object it will size appropriately. 
 

 
 

Charts 
 
The Charts gallery has been consolidated and consists of commonly used graphic organizers across all 
content areas. Charts now include inline editing by double clicking inside the shape/chart .   
 

 

 



Added Math Tools 

New math tools include: Unifix Cubes, Ruler, Protractor, Gadgets, and Fraction Tiles 

 

 
 

Unifix Cubes 
 
Cubes have been added to the Math Gadgets Gallery. You can add cubes that "cling" to the previous one 
by using the “lonely cube” option, transforming when snapping to the desired size. Also you can select 
color, ability to draw cubes upward or horizontal according to a given amount (example - making a tens 
unit), select the number of cubes, choose how to sign them (without a label, only at the top, or on each 
one). 

 
 

Ruler 
 
The Ruler tool has two scales (inches and centimeters), rotation angle, and changeable color. 
You can draw lines by clicking the “Draw a line” option in the context menu or use freehand annotations. 

 
 
 



Protractor 
 
The Protractor tool measures angles and provides the ability to draw corresponding angles by selecting 
the “Draw a line” feature in the context menu.  The protractor’s color and angle unit can be changed. 
 

 
New Math Gadgets 

New math gadgets include: Stopwatch/Countdown timer, Dice generator, and Probability wheel 

 
Stopwatch/Countdown timer 
 
Within this one gadget, two modes are supported: stopwatch and countdown timer. Options include 
turning on/off alarm signal and choose time frame when highlighting should be applied.  This tool’s 
default is the unlocked position so that you can size and move it upon initial placement.  Select the LOCK 
feature when you wish to use the timers. 
 

 



Dice 
 
The Dice widget allows you to roll virtual dice. You can choose die quantity, type (dots, numbers, or 
colors), dice color, table color, show/not show sum for dots/number modes and turn on/off jingle after 
the roll.  This tool’s default is the unlocked position so that you can size and move it upon initial 
placement.  Select the LOCK feature when you wish to use the dice generator. 
 

 

 

Spinner 

 
The Spinner widget can be used for games and probability activities. You can set number of sectors 
(from 2 to 10), spin an arrow/spin a wheel, turn on/off jingle after spin and customize section text.  This 
tool’s default is the unlocked position so that you can size and move it upon initial placement.  Select the 
LOCK feature when you wish to use the spinner. 
 

 



 

Fraction tiles 

Fraction tiles are colored bars to represent the fractions: halves, thirds, quarters, fifths, sixths, eighths, 
tenths, and twelfths. For each tile you can customize its color and type. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 



VideoPlayer 

XPress version 2.11includes the ability to loop video playback and easily capture a screenshot of video 
from the context menu. 

Use “Turn repeat on”/“Turn repeat off” to enable/disable looped video playback. 
 

 
 
Use “Snapshot” to take a video snapshot. 
Limitations: Not all videos support this feature, especially online videos. 
 

 
 
WebPage Improvement 

QR Code technology has been added for online documents and sites that are QR compatible. 

Use the “Click to to show QRCode” option in the context menu to expand the QRCode.  Persons with QR 
technology have quick and easy access to the document, file, or site.  The use of this integrated QR 
technology saves instructional time, provides easy access for everyone to follow along in 1:1 
environments, and supports the collaborative environments of Google Classroom and Office365 shared 
files and presentations. 



 

Google Meet Support 

Easy integration of Google Meet.  Select the Google Meet button on the annotation toolbar, drag and 
drop to embed the meeting space.  If you have a meeting scheduled or have a meeting code generated, 
easily enter a meeting while having access to presentation and annotation tools. 
 
Limitations: Not supported for XPress Android. 

 
Cloud Account Improvement 

It’s now easy to sign out of Google accounts individually with the new account control interface. You can 
click on your account and see its management options: 

 

User icons enabled for cloud accounts 

 
User icons are finally here! Now you will see the user icon of your account in the FileDialog or on the 
main menu accounts tab if you have one. If you do not, you will see a colored circle with your initials. 
 

 


